Dear All,

1--On Friday morning (tomorrow), please vacate the rooms before 9.00 as the cleaning
of all the rooms will start then. The summary session will start at 9.00.
a--- Bus: For those taking the bus, bring your luggage to the lobby (outside the
auditorium).
If you are no longer taking the bus cross your name out from the wiki
(bus). We have asked for a driver that can drive the bus all the way to the car park. We
hope that he will not chicken out.
b---Cars: To leave enough room for the bus to manoeuvre, don't park your car
towards the end of the driveway/car park (assuming you are still here when the bus arrives
at 13.15). For you it is a better idea to leave your luggage in the car.
c---Train from Les Houches: If any of you is taking a train from Les Houches
station (not Geneva) you may need a taxi to go to the Les Houches station. If so, write
your name on the list on the door of the main building.
2--On Friday, we will have lunch at 12.00. The bus will leave at 13.30. It will first
stop at the airport then continue to CERN. If you have a train to catch from Geneva we
suggest taking the train at the airport rather than from Cornavin (Geneva train station).
3--Settle your bills: This applies to the soft drinks in the "Jacasserie" and all
drinks in the bar (coffee is free). In case you have taken some coffee cups/ tea mugs
please to your room bring them back to the small kitchen in the main building.
4-Evaluation:
for the meagre resources we get, our funding agencies require that we
send them a report containing your evaluation. Please fill in the on-line questionnaire .
See the menu " evaluation and questionnaire" on the website.
Mumm, the secretariat also needs a feedback (room service, food,....). Their (paper)
questionnaire is in your pigeonhole/mailbox. You should hand it back before you leave,
5- Photos & wiki: Please upload your photos to Picasa. We will keep the (common)
username and pswd for Picasa on the protected page of the wiki (menu: participants). You
may have noticed that Les Houches/PhysTeV has a facebook account!
6-Some people from LAPTh will come on Friday and will start rearranging the rooms,
packing (tables and chairs),.... The printer will be unplugged around 12.00. So if you
have any printing to do (boarding passes,... do it before).
That's all for now

